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About This Game

NecroVisioN: Lost Company is the prequel to original horror FPS shooter, taking place before the NecroVisioN story begins. It
contains a bunch of unique levels, characters, weapons and gameplay elements as well as new main hero that presents the
original game story from opposite perspective. Player is now one of WWI German troops that discovers the evil forces

unleashed by the war, starts to fight against them and leads soldiers of all nations gathered on the front through the massive
battles against the zombies and demons and finally he becomes a first Necromancer that will fight against Simon Bukner in

NecroVisioN.

10 new levels in singleplayer campaign

15 new characters

6 new weapons

Variety of special weapon ugrades

New drivable vehicles to use in fight - FT17 tank and Halberstadt CL.II airplane

Several additional close combat techniques, spells and fatalities in singleplayer
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New unique multiplayer mode: Gas Attack

3 new maps and several new skins for multiplayer mode

New visual effects like enhanced depth-of-field, soft shadows and new shaders with optimized renderer and data loading
system.
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Title: NecroVisioN: Lost Company
Genre: Action
Developer:
The Farm 51
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
NecroVisioN
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2010

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP Service Pack 2, Vista (Operating System must be up to date with the latest patches)

Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.4GHz or AMD Athlon 64 +2800

Memory: 1 GB RAM (Microsoft® Windows® XP) / 1.5GB (Microsoft® Windows® Vista)

Graphics: 256 MB Video RAM or greater with DirectX9 Pixel Shader 3.0 support (NVIDIA GeForce 6600 or ATI Radeon
X1600 or better)

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

Hard Drive: 8.0 GB available hard drive space

Sound: DirectX 9.0c compliant soundcard

Other requirements: 56kbps internet connection or faster for Internet play

English,Russian,German,Polish
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Really awesome game! Just don't play when tired/have eyestrain and don't get mad. It's a nice game!

Ideas/Suggestions for the game:

-Instead of having to survive Easy, Normal and Hard for 60 seconds to open 1 level, it would be great to have more levels, for
example: When survived 60 seconds in Easy you unlock a map "Easy 2" and same for normal and hard

-Some form of options or atleast an audio slider would be helpful, so that we wont go deaf.

If something like this gets added, then 5/5, could even pay that 1€ donation.. The game is fun, but the character
creation/modding is too confusing to understand.. I'm only a few hours into this game, but I imagine that I will play it quite few
more. It's fun and relaxing, the humor is short-lived, however, it's a challenge going for the achievements, if that's your thing.
Anyone who liked Oh Sir! The Insult Simulator should like this as much. The tutorial is helpful, but I don't think it covers the
utility in using recipe book; it took me a few hours in to realize that the possible drinks you can make with the ingredients you
are dealt will be highlighted in the book. As you play the game, you'll quickly see how that is important, but this isn't a guide,
just a review and I'll say this is a little gem. You can't get much more bang for your buck or drink for your drunk. Bottoms up!.
Please excuse me as i drown in the sea of nostalgia 10/10. DriftForce is incredibly simple yet surprisingly hard. It's just a lot of
fun, almost meditative somehow, and absolutely worth the 5 bucks!
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I think someone is stalking me, no fun. :<

*edit* upon further introspection I realized I was mostly upset that I couldn't find out how to access the dlc, it looked fun and I
was frustrated, I'm sorry, I changed my review to positive because I like the message and what it stands for, keep on surviving..
Nice R1M I can feel the electronics on this game like the real one. What made the biggest impression on me, was the stunning
visuals and animations. Every rendering look pretty and polished. Puzzles are interesting, some of them implement physics
which is uncommon for hidden object games and overall have diversity. Storywise it felt complicated for me and somewhat
dull, yet the main heroine is likeable character and her actions felt exciting. The game feature built-in walkthrough, hint system
that point exact spot of interaction and auto-save system. Recommend for the 'hog' genre players.. Great game. But
unfortunately it is not worth buying at the moment as the devs cannot seem to even land close to any of there proposed release
dates. At this rate be ready to wait another 2 years for the game to be fully released and worth buying... P.S. You guys aren't far
enough along to be making April fools jokes on your patch notes unless your going to quickly back it up with some new
content.. love it <3. great top-down zombie shooter - pass levels, kill hundreds of zombies, fight zombie bossess, perks,
exploding barrels, weapon shop, level design - everything done properly - game's pretty playable, interesting, addictive: zombies
start to attack when you don't see them, so they attack unexpectedly; they ran pass exploding barrels prior their explosion - you
have to be quick, exact and move all the time. i could stop playing it only at level 4 :). kept crashing no idea why i have a beafy
pc 1050ti and a i5 and i can handle the game but why so much crashing it must be poorly optimised i couldnt get 10 minutes of
gaming got my money back tho!!. I've played this game on and off since it first got out. I still love it.

It's not a free to play game but when you pay it's so much fun. A million things to do and a great community.. I tried my best to
enjoy this game but I can't.. I think I'm going crazy

10/10
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